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The modern yearbook of today should serve as a mirror, reflecting the life of the college, including the faculty, graduates, underclassmen, sororities, fraternities, and all the varied activities, as woven around a definite theme. This first edition is in keeping with the pioneer spirit which has been Bryant's for the past seventy-six years. The editors have chosen as a theme, "Life at Bryant," being a compilation of one chapter of her memories, scenes, and traditions. Many have worked on this book and many more are represented in it; therefore, let the BRYANT LEDGER be a monument to the College, to its Publishers, and to the Class of 1939.
HENRY LOEB JACOBS
President of Bryant College Since 1907
To the Seniors:

Memories are one of the most precious things in life! Nowhere are memories more dear to all of us made, than those made in our college—memories that become richer in value with the years. The memory of work well done, of words of wisdom or advice from instructors, of a kindness here or a suggestion there, of a laugh about this or a chuckle about that—these and countless others will linger with you long after you have left Bryant.

Class of 1939, when your College days are far behind, may you have the satisfied feeling of having lived your days at Bryant fully, of having made your life richer by college friends, ideals and associations. May these precious memories be etched upon your hearts and become part of you. Today these memories are vivid ones. In the years to come they will become dimmed, but mellowed like a beautifully carved ivory, yellowed and old, but more valuable with every year.

For me, there is always a mixture of sadness, pride and hopefulness as I see each graduating class leave Bryant; sadness because of the tug at my affections which I always feel at leave taking, pride in you for what you have accomplished during your student days, and hopefulness for the brilliant place in the sun I hope all of you will find.

For you, too, may there be a mixture of thoughts; a blending of affection and loyalty for your College, a pride in its ideals and standards, and glowing memories of happy days beneath the portals of your Alma Mater.

Harry B. Jacobs
JERICIAH CLARKE BARBER
Member of the Faculty of Bryant College since 1892
Dean of School of Business Administration
Dedication

With the highest esteem, respect, and affection, the Class of 1939 dedicates this, the first Bryant Yearbook, to a man whose influence has been a most potent factor for good among students, faculty, and neighbors of the college for many years—to Dean Jeremiah C. Barber. This, the 1939 edition of the Bryant Ledger, respectfully dedicated.
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